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With this fully revised fourth edition, Dr Stahl returns to the essential roots of what it means to
become a neurobiologically empowered psychopharmacologist, expertly guided in the choice
and mix of treatments for individual sufferers in practice. Integrating much of the basic
neuroscience into the clinical chapters, and with main additions in the regions of psychosis,
antipsychotics, antidepressants, impulsivity, compulsivity and addiction, this is actually the single
most easily readable source of details on disease and medication mechanisms. Embracing the
unifying designs of 'symptom endophenotypes', sizes of psychopathology that trim across
syndromes, and 'symptoms and circuits', every part of the written text has been updated to the
frontiers of current understanding, with the clarity of explanation and illustration that just Dr
Stahl can bring. This remains the fundamental text for all learners and professionals in mental
health wanting to understand and utilize current therapeutics, and to anticipate the future for
novel medications.
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The Exact Improvements I Had Anticipated from the prior Edition When I had first read Dr.), I
was certainly fascinated with the presentation and wished that psychopharmacology was taught
in this manner in medical college. Stahl's Essential Pharmacology (3rd Ed. He illustrates many
MOAs (mechanism of action) with adorable cartoons, which, if you are reading in your town of
expertise, you can look at and proceed oh "FFS seriously," but I consider this to become a solid
table reference, at least a springing-off point if you are starting down a particular path of
psychopharm study.When the book found its way to the mail I was quite curious why the
packaging for this had not been as thick simply because I expected (readers of Stahl understand
how thick the previous edition was). That's as the book has been reformatted into a larger web
page size plus some redundancy in the chapters was removed. I have to say I really like the new
format; it's not quite a complete sized textbook and for me is perfect because neither textbook
nor smaller-sized (yet Bible thickness) lend themselves to help ease of transport.As far as the
actual content moves, readers will find that the publication is very similar yet considerably
updated as to not feel like a single is reviewing the same reserve as the prior edition. This book
will serve as an invaluable reference tool, along with Stahl's Prescriber's Guide-as my schooling
progresses. The book looks great but like most of the Amazon Kindle E-textbooks I recently
purchased this book within my PMHNP program.Dr. Going through this reserve has significantly
increased my self-confidence in successful on the next PRITE examination. I'm missing page 9 to
16. Recommended for Psychiatry occupants early in their training or for medical learners
interested in Psychiatry. I desire I had go through this text right before starting my 1st Psych
rotation! I've only so far given the reserve a cursory overview, however the ambiguities I seen in
the earlier edition have been seemingly solved. Stahl continues to show his great insight in
biological psychiatry, and I highly price his series! The Kindle version is error free of charge but
might use some washing up- specially the text-just tables and lists. Hopefully the next Kindle
revise/revision will utilize the X-Ray feature. EZ to read/ understand Written in logical order
Greatest theoretical pharm/neuro review for psychiatrists Detailed and excellent! You are able to
do this. Ok - on 1st read this text is overwhelming, but if it is possible to slow yourself straight
down, take deep breaths, and re-read as needed, this is actually a really fantastic source for
learning all things psychopharm! The illustrations are in fact pretty cute too (browse the
adorable kinases in chapter 1! <3 < Great photos.3). My just beef so far is that the 4th edition
does not have the same first chapter the 3rd edition has, thus another edition has a little more
review/history provided in the first chapter that assists serve as a base for all the other awesome
shit you will learn throughout the rest of the book. Don't get overwhelmed by the complex
neuropsych stuff in here! The information is excellent, but after two months, the book is totally
falling aside at the seams. I will have to return and purchase the printed book. Great resource
While Essential Psychopharmacology does not exactly make this issue easy, it's the most
straightforward, understandable and useful reserve I have found. The publication is well
purchased and is written clearly. The publication looks great but like many of the Amazon Kindle
E-textbooks, the initial page numbers aren't included. Great resource ! I bought this book at the
suggestion of a student psych NP. Having limited knowledge in the field as an FNP, I found this
book extremely useful in a behavioral wellness setting. Great neuro evaluate asking the way
Required for MSN Great book, required reading for a class. this book has been amazing. I've
learned even more about the medicines I ... Amazing! I have learned more about the drugs I
have already been giving for 10+ years in a semester from this publication than I did in the 10
years previous. Bought this book simply because a required text for class. I can’t convert the
webpages without it coming completely loose. As a APNP pupil in mental health, this reserve has



been amazing. Solid desk reference, in the event that you happen to need to have a
psychopharmacology desk reference I love this book. I function in CNS medical education
(central nervous program), and, while I'm am reasonably expert-y in "my areas," I don't have the
psychopharm of the rest of the mind nailed down. He writes clearly, and, best of all,
CONCISELY.This latest edition does not disappoint either. Another fantastic aspect of the brand
new edition is a more in depth analysis of particular receptor subtypes. The schematic drawings
possess helped me make sense out of subject material that is frequently delineated in
multisyllabic science-speak. This is a problem because many programs require a page quantity
when referencing materials for assignments. Instructors will inform students to read a certain
page range within a textbook, without the initial page numbers I possibly could be reading the
incorrect section. Happy studying, fellow psychopharmacologists! Dear Amazon make sure you
include original page numbers on your Kindle E-textbooks. Poor quality! Easy to comprehend yet
some chapters are heavier than others. Once it starts to make sense you will have a much better
knowledge of how these medications work, and hopefully its all as interesting as I really do. If
you are working in psychiatry and need to learn about medications, how and why they
perform/do not work, read this reserve. So disappointed ?? Great Great The most accurate
textbook on psychiatric conditions Mandatory for anyone who is a physician dealing with
psychiatry patients and wants accurate information on psychiatric conditions and medications As
advertised. As advertised. Poorly printed copy! Poorly printed. Indispensable Up-to-date and
concise summary of psychopharmacology. Does not get into dosing or clinical use as very much.
That's precisely what over noticed thus far. Don't panic!3 < For just about any future or current
psychiatrists, that is a must have. Pages 17 to 25 are printed twice. More theoretical concepts. A
few of the reading is definitely above my level of understanding as a straightforward provider
with a master's degree, but for the most part, I've learned a great deal. Arrived promptly.
Attentive seller.
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